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Abstract: Conducting experiments in large-scale distributed systems is usually time-consuming
and labor-intensive. Uncontrolled external load variation prevents to reproduce experiments and
such systems are often not available to the purpose of research experiments, e.g., production or
yet to deploy systems. Hence, many researchers in the area of distributed computing rely on
simulation to perform their studies. However, the simulation of large-scale computing systems
raises several scalability issues, in terms of speed and memory. Indeed, such systems now comprise
millions of hosts interconnected through a complex network and run billions of processes. Hence,
most simulators trade accuracy for speed and rely on very simple and easy to implement models.
However, the assumptions underlying these models are often questionable, especially when it comes
to network modeling.
In this paper, we show that, despite a widespread belief in the community, achieving high scalability
does not necessarily require to resort to overly simple models and ignore important phenomena. We
show that relying on a modular and hierarchical platform representation, while taking advantage
of regularity when possible, allows us to model systems such as data and computing centers,
peer-to-peer networks, grids, or clouds in a scalable way. This approach has been integrated into
the open-source SimGrid simulation toolkit. We show that our solution allows us to model such
systems much more accurately than other state-of-the-art simulators without trading for simulation
speed. SimGrid is even sometimes orders of magnitude faster.

Key-words: Simulation, scalability, platform representation, hierarchy
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Représentation générique et scalable pour la

simulation de systèmes de calcul distribués à

grande échelle

Résumé : La réalisation d'expériences pour l'étude de systèmes de calcul
distribués à grande échelle est généralement délicate et très consommatrice
de temps. Les variations non contrôlées de la charge externe empêchent de
reproduire les expériences et de tels systèmes (par exemple dans le cas de
plates-formes de production ou bien de systèmes en cours de conception) ne
sont généralement pas disponibles pour la conduite d'expériences à des �ns de
recherche en informatique. C'est pourquoi de nombreux chercheurs dans le do-
maine du calcul distribué basent leurs études sur des simulations. Cependant, la
simulation d'un système de calcul distribué à grande échelle soulève à son tour
de nombreuses di�cultés, notamment en terme de vitesse et d'espace mémoire.
En e�et, de tels systèmes sont couramment constitués de millions d'hôtes in-
terconnectés par un réseau complexe et sur lesquels s'exécutent des milliards
de processus. La plupart des simulations troquent de la précision pour de la
vitesse et se reposent sur des modèles simplistes et qui peuvent être mis en
÷uvre très e�cacement. Néanmoins les hypothèses sous-jacentes à ces modèles
sont souvent très discutables, en particulier en ce qui concerne la modélisation
du réseau.

Dans ce rapport, nous coupons court à l'idée largement répandue dans notre
communauté selon laquelle le passage à l'échelle des simulation se ferait néces-
sairement en ayant recours à des modèles extrêmement simplistes et en ignorant
des phénomènes potentiellement importants. Nous montrons qu'en utilisant une
représentation modulaire et hiérarchique de la plate-forme tout en tirant parti
de ses régularités quand elles sont présentes, il est possible de simuler e�cace-
ment tout aussi bien des systèmes tels que des centres de calculs ou de données
que des réseaux pair-à-pair, des grilles ou des clouds. Cette approche a été in-
tégrée à l'outil de simulation open-source SimGrid. Nous montrons que notre
solution nous permet de modéliser de tels systèmes bien plus précisément que les
autres simulateurs du domaine sans perdre en vitesse de simulation. SimGrid
est même dans certaines simulations plusieurs ordres de grandeur plus rapide.

Mots-clés : Simulation, Passage à l'échelle, Représentation de plate-forme,
Hiérarchie
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Scalable Multi-Purpose Network Representation for LSDS Simulation 3

1 Introduction

The current evolution of computing and data management platforms to ever
growing and more distributed infrastructures, such as Data Centers, Computing
Grids, Clouds, Desktop Grids, or Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems, raises new chal-
lenges in computer science. The unprecedented scale of these systems makes it
di�cult and costly to test new protocols or algorithms on production infrastruc-
tures. Indeed, such systems are inherently unstable, which hinders experiments
reproducibility. Furthermore, real systems (e.g., a P2P network or a produc-
tion computing center) are generally not available to the purpose of research
experiments. Last, researchers may be interested by studying systems that do
not exist yet for example when performing preliminary study or investigating
the e�ciency of solutions under workloads di�erent from the ones available at
hand. Hence, simulation has been extensively used to study such Large-Scale
Distributed Computing (LSDC) systems.

Yet, simulating such LSDC systems raises scalability issues, both in terms of
speed and memory. Indeed, such systems now comprise millions of hosts inter-
connected through a complex network and run billions of processes. The faithful
representation of the interconnection network is generally di�cult. A few sim-
ulators rely on detailed modeling of the network (e.g., packet-level simulators
that are heavily used in the network community) but their use in the context
of distributed computing raises two di�cult issues. First, such complex models
are much harder to instantiate than simple ones (detailed topology, network
characteristics of the whole platform, injection of realistic external background
load at the packet-level, . . . ). Second, packet-level simulation is so heavy that
it becomes completely unusable beyond a few thousands hosts. Hence, most
simulators from these domains address scalability issues by relying on simplistic
models that can be implemented e�ciently although such simpli�cations are
sometimes very debatable.

For example, P2P simulators generally rely on delay-based models and forget
about the underlying physical topology. Using this approach, tools such as
PeerSim [1] can simulate platforms that scale up to millions of nodes. Yet, such
models do not account for network contention, whereas most peers generally
sit behind asymmetric DSL lines with very limited bandwidth. Although this
kind of assumption may not be harmful when studying simple overlays and
investigating the e�ciency of look-up operations in a distributed hash table
(DHT), the use of such simulators for streaming operations and �le sharing
protocols is much more controversial.

This need for a scalable but accurate network representation is not speci�c to
P2P studies. Many simulators in the High Performance Computing (HPC) com-
munity assume that bandwidth has been over-provisioned and that contention
can be ignored. Although this assumption may hold true for supercomputers,
it may not for commodity clusters or future exa-scale platforms where energy
consumption is at stake, which precludes resource over-provisioning.

The common belief in the distributed computing community is thus that,
when scale is at stake, simplistic network models have to be used. In this
article, we propose an e�cient platform representation that is the �nal piece
missing to the open-source SimGrid simulation toolkit to dismantle this belief
by showing that reasonably accurate network models can be used at large scale.
We show that, while using a much more accurate and complex network model,
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4 Bobelin & Legrand & Marquez & Navarro & Quinson & Suter & Thiéry

our simulations are as fast or even orders of magnitude faster than state-of-
the-art simulators. Moreover, unlike other ad hoc simulators, the complete
separation of application modeling from platform modeling enables SimGrid
based simulations to be evaluated seamlessly in a wide range of settings and to
easily adjust the level of details to the scenario under investigation.

Section 2 details the main concerns related to network representation and
modeling in a simulation context. Section 3 presents related work while Sec-
tion 4 exposes our proposal which is evaluated in Section 5. We summarize our
contributions and give some future work directions in Section 6.

2 Main Concerns about Network Representation

and Modeling in Distributed System Simula-

tion

2.1 Community Speci�c Requirements

Generally speaking, simulation need to account for key characteristics of the
system under study, which heavily depends on the investigated scenario. Hav-
ing a general discussion about network modeling without specifying the context
of use would be meaningless. Researchers that study the e�ectiveness of a mod-
i�cation on a network protocol clearly require accurate packet-level simulations
whereas a researcher interested in the scalability of a grid middleware involv-
ing very large data transfers over long periods of time would only require a
coarse grain modeling of the network. Hence, we start by listing some very
commonly investigated scenarios in distributed systems to illustrate the kind of
phenomenon that one may wish to be accounted for.

P2P DHT simulation generally needs to account for the geographic di-
versity of peers, communication jitter, and peer churn. Most DHTs rely on the
exchange of small messages and contention can thus be somehow ignored. Nev-
ertheless the amount of exchanged messages is generally a measure of interest.
A large amount of messages may indicate that the contention-free hypothesis is
broken and that conclusions should be disregarded.

P2P streaming simulation is more complex as it involves a higher network
tra�c. The key characteristics to account for are network proximity, connection
asymmetry (since peers act as forwarders) and interference between concurrent
connections on the borders of the network. In such settings, a detailed modeling
of the topology is not important. Only the edge of the network has to be
accurately modeled, as it generally constitutes the main bottleneck.

Volunteer computing studies imply the simulation of clients and/or
servers. The key characteristics to account for are the volunteer dynamic avail-
ability, properties (e.g., CPU speed, number of cores, disk space, . . . ), and reli-
ability (regarding the correctness of the returned results). In some cases it may
be important to model the characteristics of the connection of the peers to the
Internet as well. Then the same requirements as for P2P streaming simulations
apply.
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Scalable Multi-Purpose Network Representation for LSDS Simulation 5

High Performance Computing studies generally involve a complex com-
munication workload made of sequences of very short communications, complex
synchronization patterns, and structured concurrent transfers of large amount
of data. A faithful simulation of such workload requires a precise modeling of
the network characteristics and protocols but can build on the regularity and
homogeneity of the underlying network topology.

Grid Computing studies often involve numerous large data transfers
across wide area networks that require an accurate modeling of contention and
to account for both platform heterogeneity and hierarchy.

Cloud computing studies on IaaS may require a mixture of the previous
requirements. For instance, it may be important to precisely model what hap-
pens within data centers. To re�ect a hierarchical organization, high-end com-
pute nodes are distinguished from low-end compute nodes and storage nodes.
When the infrastructure comprises several sites, the wide area network connec-
tion between sites has also to be accounted for. Then it is possible to study
the di�erent charging mechanisms involved when going from one site to an-
other. While a precise modeling of client connectivity may not be required, it
is important to consider their geographic diversity at least.

All these scenarios illustrate a wide variety of needs for network modeling and
representation. It partially explains why most simulators are domain speci�c.

2.2 Scalability Issues

The lack of interdisciplinary simulation approaches can also be explained by
scalability requirements. To allow for studies at the desired speed and scale,
most simulators build on and take advantage of the speci�cs of the scenarios
they are designed for. When scalability is at stake, two related issues come into
play that both involve space and time considerations:

• Platform description : Most simulators take a description of the plat-
form as input. Its size depends on the expressiveness of the chosen description
format. When some regularity in terms of topology or characteristics can be
exploited, this description can be reduced to a minimal size and a program
can turn this compact description into an appropriate memory representation.
For instance, describing a homogeneous cluster or a set of peers whose speed
is uniformly distributed does not require to detail each single entity. Such
an approach greatly reduces both platform description size and parsing time.
However, researchers often need to investigate complex scenarios to con�rm or
disprove hypothesis. Then details of the platform could be speci�ed and mod-
i�ed at will, thus breaking these regularity assumptions. For such simulation
scenarios a �at description of all components is needed, which greatly increases
platform description size and parsing time.

• Memory representation : In most cases, �at descriptions are triv-
ially translated into a �at representation leading to a large memory footprint.
Even compact descriptions often have to be expended in memory. For instance,
a homogeneous cluster of N machines can be solely described by N and the
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6 Bobelin & Legrand & Marquez & Navarro & Quinson & Suter & Thiéry

characteristics of one machine, e.g., CPU speed, latency, gap and overhead of
the network. However, a simulator will have to keep track of the activity of
every single machine. The size of the description would then be Θ(1)1 while its
memory representation would be Ω(N). The same occurs when describing a set
of peers by a statistical distribution. Such expansion heavily impacts the pars-
ing time. In some cases, the regularity can be preserved leading to a compact
memory representation. For instance, in P2P DHT simulations, assuming that
N peers are interconnected in a general tree topology implies that the platform
description and data structure sizes are both in Θ(N). This calls for a modu-
lar platform representation that allows researchers to express regularity when
possible to help the simulator and adjust the level of details at will.

2.3 Network Communication Modeling

Research on networks relies on simulation for a long time, leading to standards
and many popular open-source projects [2, 3, 4, 5]. The validity is these tools is
ensured by a wide usage and cross reproduction of experiments. They simulate
the entire protocol stack, i.e., each packet becomes an event. Then the simula-
tion accuracy comes from a very �ne modeling of the entire system. Unfortu-
nately such simulations are very slow, hence limiting the scalability of studies on
LSDC systems. Moreover, very �ne models are not always meaningful at a very
large scale. They require an instantiation with parameters that are often not
available, such as a complete description of the Internet. At such scale, these
models may be unstable and, badly instantiated, are worse than simple models.
Then simulations of LSDC systems heavily rely on simpler models classi�ed as
follows:

• Delay-based. Representing the communication time by a constant delay
or a statistical distribution are often su�cient distribution. Such models account
for heterogeneity but not for network proximity. Then many models determine
delays based on coordinate-based systems [6]. They are a good trade-o� as they
account for important characteristics with a Θ(N) memory footprint and a O(1)
delay computation time. Since coordinates may change over time and su�er from
measurements issues noise can be added to these coordinates. Similarly LogP-
like models [7, 8, 9] have been heavily used in HPC and are extremely scalable
since both description size and delay computation time are in O(1). However,
these very scalable models ignore network congestion and typically assume a
full e�ective bisection bandwidth.

• Contention-based. Modeling contention without hinder scalability re-
quires an abstraction of the network topology that focus on the most important
parts. For instance, the bottleneck of a P2P streaming application will be
mainly on the edge of the network. Contention in the core of the network may
safely be ignored. Conversely, studying workload on data grids or collective
communications requires a more precise model of the core of the network.

Simplistic packet-level simulation, e.g., store-and-forward or wormhole, of
communications is blatantly inaccurate as it ignores many of the key charac-
teristics of deployed protocols such as TCP. The obtained results are thus very

1Or Θ(log(N)) if we count the bytes needed to describe N .
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Scalable Multi-Purpose Network Representation for LSDS Simulation 7

questionable at best. Furthermore, such simulations are generally rather slow
and not scalable since they involve a lot of simulation events for a single com-
munication.

An sounder alternative is �ow-level simulation in which the communication,
or �ow, is simulated as a single entity. The time needed to transfer a message
of size S between hosts i and j is then given by:

Ti,j(S) = Li,j + S/Bi,j , (1)

where Li,j (resp. Bi,j) is the network latency (resp. bandwidth) on the route
connecting i and j. Although determining Li,j may be easy, estimating the
bandwidth Bi,j is more di�cult as it requires to account for interactions with
every other �ow. Then the simulation amounts to solving a bandwidth sharing
problem, i.e., determining how much bandwidth is allocated to each �ow.

Given the computed bandwidth allocation,which de�nes all data transfer
rates, and the size of the data to be transmitted by each �ow, one can deter-
mine which �ow will complete �rst. Upon completion of a �ow, or upon arrival
of a new �ow, the bandwidth allocation can be reevaluated. Usually, this reeval-
uation is memory-less and does not depend on past bandwidth allocations. This
approach makes it possible to quickly step forward through (simulated) time,
and thus is attractive for implementing scalable simulations of LDSC systems
with potentially large amounts of communicated data.

It has been shown in [10] that such models can account for the main char-
acteristics of TCP connections. The slow start phenomenon models the fact
that the TCP protocol does not send at full speed immediately and constantly
adjust the emission rate to observed packet loss. Such mechanism breaks the
linearity assumption of Eq. (1). A clever instantiation leads to a very good
approximation for large enough messages [10]. For small messages, very good
results can be obtained with a piece-wise linear model [11].

The �ow control mechanism of TCP is known to prevent full bandwidth
usage as �ows may be limited by large latencies [12]. Yet, it can be easily
captured in a �ow-level model by bounding the share a �ow can get by the
maximum congestion window size divided by the round trip time (RTT).

TCP is also known to be RTT-unfair. When two �ows contend for bandwidth
on a bottleneck link, they are assigned bandwidths inversely proportional to
their RTTs [13]. As demonstrated in [10], the RTT time needs to account both
for latency along the path but also for the possibly low capacity of some links
that may incur large delays. Such RTT values can then be used to decide how
to share bandwidth amongst �ows contending on a bottleneck link.

Finally, it is very common when sitting behind a DSL connection that upload
tra�c negatively impact download tra�c, due to delayed acknowledgments.
This phenomenon is known as ACK compression and also occurs on full duplex
high speed Ethernet links directly connecting two machines. The observed poor
link utilization may be explained by a data pendulum e�ect where data and
ACK segments alternatively �ll only one of the link bu�ers [14]. A �uid model
based on max-min sharing can easily model the impact of such cross tra�c [15].

Recent and thorough validation studies in [10, 15] plead for carefully de-
signed and instantiated �uid models as a very reasonable approximation for
most LSDC systems. Although one may fear that such models are computa-
tionally expensive, bandwidth sharing can be computed in time linear with the
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8 Bobelin & Legrand & Marquez & Navarro & Quinson & Suter & Thiéry

number of connections and their interactions using sparse and e�cient data
structures [16].

2.4 Network Topology and Routing Representation

While an adequate representation should allow for an e�cient extraction of all
the necessary information to simulate communications, there exists some non-
trivial trade-o�s between information retrieval and representation size. The
cost of representing network topology and routing can thus be decomposed in
terms relative to execution time and data size. The execution time is made of
the parsing time to build the data structure and the lookup time to retrieve a
given route from this structure. Data size is re�ected by both the size of the
input, i.e., the description �le provided by the user, and the memory footprint
of the corresponding data structure.

Table 1: Θ Complexity of network routing representations.
Representation Parsing Lookup Input Footprint

Flat N2 1 N2 N2

Dijsktra N + E E + N logN N + E E + N logN

Floyd N3 1 N + E N2

Clique N2 1 N N2

Star N 1 1 N

Cloud N 1 N N

Let consider a set of N nodes interconnected by a general graph with E
edges. Table 1 summarizes the corresponding costs for most common network
representations. For all of them, the lookup time is actually in Θ(route size) and
that we assume a static routing (although some of these representations sup-
port dynamic routing). In the �at representation, each route is completely
de�ned by the set of equipments belonging to it. It can represent arbitrarily
complex platforms (even something that would not be a graph) and routing.
The main drawbacks of such a representation are its management cost and poor
scalability [17]. The Dijkstra graph representation proposed in [18] only
stores information on shortest paths and enables a better scalability. Shortest
path routing is only slightly restrictive since most protocols implement such a
routing. Furthermore, this representation allows the simulator to recompute the
routing for every communication and then to model dynamic routing. However,
this memory scalability comes at the cost of a lookup time several orders of mag-
nitude larger [18]. It can be reduced by adding caches, which are completely
ine�ective in scenarios that have poor locality or involve a very large number of
entities. The Floyd graph representation, also proposed in [18], is another
way to store information only on shortest paths with di�erent time and space
requirements. While this approach reduces the description size and has a very
good lookup time, its parsing time and memory footprint are prohibitive. Fi-
nally, network graphs, such as clique, star graphs or �clouds� (where each peer
is connected to the core of the network where contention is ignored), exhibit a
regularity that can be exploited thanks to a ad hoc local routing table and a
speci�c routing management.
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Scalable Multi-Purpose Network Representation for LSDS Simulation 9

3 Related Work

Many tools exist in the literature to simulate LSDC systems [3, 4, 19, 1, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Most comes from, and are limited to, a speci�c research
community. Table 2 details how each tool addresses the concerns related to
network modeling and representation.

Table 2: Simulation tools answers to network concerns.
Community Input Memory Network model Routing

NS-2 Network API �at packet-level static

NS-3 Network API �at packet-level static

Omnet++ Network text hierarchical packet-level static,dynamic

PeerSim P2P API cloud delay-based static (direct)

OverSim P2P API cloud delay-based static (direct)

SimBA VC text none delay-based none

LogGOPSim HPC text cloud delay-based static (direct)

GridSim Grid API �at delay-based none

OptorSim Grid Text �le �at contention-based short. path

GroudSim Grid,Cloud API cloud contention-based static (direct)

CloudSim Cloud Brite, API �at delay-based dynamic (short. path)

SimGrid LSDC XML, API �at Fluid static (indirect)

4 Proposal

4.1 Target Platform Characteristics

Most current distributed systems mainly rely on three types of possibly inter-
connected and mixed networks: System and Local Area Networks (SAN and
LAN), National Research and Education Networks (NRENs), or privately and
independently managed networks. Such networks are mostly interconnected in
a hierarchical way.

System and local area networks are generally organized in a very hierar-
chical way (e.g., with fat trees) or with large switches. They locally manage
routing based on shortest path algorithms that di�er by distance estimation,
i.e., distance vectors, link states, or hybrid, and how they converge upon fail-
ures. However, failures are rare on local networks and the routing behavior is
thus most of the time equivalent to shortest path determination (in number of
hops).

Local networks use gateways, also named point of presence or network access
point, to access to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or NRENs, which are, in
turn, connected to higher level networks at the scale of a continent. These high
level networks are named backbone or tier-1 networks in the Internet terminol-
ogy. They use their own routing policy, also based on shortest path. The Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the most deployed algorithm on the Internet.

From a performance point of view, higher hierarchy ASes may use tra�c ag-
gregation and dynamic routing to perform load balancing. However studies have
shown that no change may occur for 80% of the paths in a 24 hour period [27].
Moreover, such changes may especially a�ect backbone load balancing, that are
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10 Bobelin & Legrand & Marquez & Navarro & Quinson & Suter & Thiéry

usually not communication bottlenecks. Then they can be ignored without any
signi�cant impact on simulation accuracy.

As a conclusion, large scale distributed systems are organized by a hierarchi-
cal aggregation of networks. Most aggregated networks are named Autonomous
Systems (AS), as they behave independently from each other and may have very
di�erent structures. Each AS is connected with lower or higher level AS by a set
of entry points. This hierarchy is often bypassed by direct connections between
same level ASes. Within an AS, a routing policy is applied, most of the time
based on shortest paths, e.g., OSPF, RIP.

4.2 Description Guidelines

Based on the aforementioned characteristics, we de�ne a set of guidelines to
build a satisfying network representation. First, the representation has to pro-
vide the user an easy way to directly describe the structure and entities he/she
observes. Second, expressing hierarchy and composition of entities should be
possible as it can reduce the simulation time. This expressiveness has to match
community requirements from �ne, e.g., router backplane, to coarse grain, e.g.,
cloud networks in P2P systems. Third, it should take advantage of the reg-
ular structures that exist in the network, such as cliques or stars, for sake of
description simplicity. Fourth, a user should be able to specify that any AS
can instantiate its own routing protocol. Finally, the path lookup and routing
computation times should depend as less as possible on the size of the network
to ensure a good scalability.

4.3 Proposal Representation Overview

None of the network routing representations presented in Section 2.4 exploits
the hierarchy and the regularity of the platform. Each of them has its own pros
and cons. The key to a scalable network representation is to provide users the
ability to adapt representation to their needs.

Our proposal is based on four semantic principles. First, we opt for static
routing computation by default for scalability reasons. As stated in Section 4.1,
it is su�cient for stable LSDC systems. Second, we use �uid models as they
o�er the best trade-o� between accuracy and speed/memory footprint. Third,
we take advantage of the hierarchical structure of current large scale network
infrastructures, thanks to the concept of Autonomous Systems, be they local
networks or conform to the classical Internet de�nition. Last, we allow users to
specify platform representation within each AS, which allows to take advantage
of the regular structure of an AS when possible.

We propose stock implementations of well known platform routing represen-
tations, such as Dijkstra, Dijkstra with cache, Floyd, Flat, and rule-based. The
�rst four were described in Section 2.4. The rule-based model relies on regular
expressions to exploit regular structures. Figure 1 shows an example of such a
hierarchical network representation.

Each AS has one or more gateways, which are used to compute routes be-
tween ASes comprised in a upper level AS. With this mechanism, the simulator
can determine routes between hosts belonging to di�erent ASes by looking for
the �rst common ancestor in the hierarchy (see Figure 2). Routing is then solved
recursively using the hierarchy. It allows us to represent hierarchical platforms
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Scalable Multi-Purpose Network Representation for LSDS Simulation 11
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Figure 1: Illustration of hierarchical network representation. Circles represent
processing units and squares represent network routers. Bold lines represent
communication links. AS2 models the core of a national network interconnecting
a small �at cluster (AS4) and a larger hierarchical cluster (AS5), a subset of a
LAN (AS6), and a set of peers scattered around the world (AS7).

in a very compact and e�ective way. However, as real platforms are not strictly
hierarchical, we also de�ne bypassing rules to manually declare alternate routes
between ASes.

In addition to these semantic principles, we also de�ne some syntactical prin-
ciples. We de�ne the network representation as an XML �le, as it is a common
and easy to handle format. A user can then use standard XML editors and
advance features such as auto-completion, validation, and well-formed check-
ing. We also de�ne a set of tags that hide the de�nition of regular ASes, such
as homogeneous compute clusters, or peers. The cluster tag creates a set of
homogeneous hosts interconnected through a backbone and sharing a common
gateway. The peer tag allows users to easily create P2P overlays by de�ning at
the same time a host and a connection to the rest of the world (with di�erent
upload and download characteristics and network coordinates). With such a tag
we bene�t both from the compactness of coordinate-based models that account
for delay heterogeneity and correlation, and from the accuracy of �uid models
for contention. As such, the Vivaldi [6] and last-mile [28] models can be uni�ed.

5 Evaluation

We claim that our proposal drastically reduces memory footprint without im-
plying any prohibitive computational overhead. We show that this approach
competes in terms of speed and memory usage with state-of-the-art simulators
from various domains while relying on much more accurate models that are
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12 Bobelin & Legrand & Marquez & Navarro & Quinson & Suter & Thiéry

Figure 2: Main steps of the hierarchical routing mechanism.

generally considered as prohibitive. For each domain, we �rst de�ne a classical
simulation scenario. Then, we simulate this scenario with SimGrid and the
corresponding state-of-the-art simulator to evaluate their respective scalability.

Experiments were conducted a single core of a node with two AMD Opteron
6164 HE 12-core CPUs at 1.7 GHz with 48 GB of memory. SimGrid v3.7-beta,
in which our proposal is integrated, was used. Source code, logs, platform �les
and analysis R scripts related to the experiments are freely available at http:
//simgrid-publis.gforge.inria.fr/xps/platform2011/.

5.1 Expressiveness

Table 3: Size of platform description �le in various scenarios.
Community Scenario Size

P2P http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/p2psim/kingdata/ 209KB

P2P http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/egs/meridian/ 301KB

P2P http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~syrah/nc/ 28KB

Grid 10 sites, 40 clusters, 1500 nodes 22KB

HPC 4096 clusters of 64 nodes 27MB

Cloud 3 small data centers + Vivaldi 10KB

Table 3 exempli�es the �exibility and the compactness of our multi-purpose
network representation proposal by giving the size of the XML input �le in
various scenarios.

5.2 Volunteer Computing

In [16], we compared the performance of SimGrid to that of SimBA. It is a
discrete-event simulator that models hosts as �nite-state automata with vari-
ous parameters, i.e., compute, error, and timeout rates. Task failure or success
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depends on a uniform probability distribution while volatility is modeled using
a Gaussian probability distribution. SimBA provides high scalability at price
of simulation realism and is limited to the simulation of a single project. The
SimGrid implementation simulates the whole infrastructure and accounts for
complex scheduling decisions on every client, network contention, and churn.
Here, SimGrid used the peer construct of Section 4.3 and modeled host avail-
abilities described by SETI@home traces from FTA [29]. About one third of
the simulation time was spent parsing these traces.

The execution times measured with our simulator and those reported by
Estrada et al. in [21] are contrasted as follows. Estrada et al. simulated 15 days
of computation with 7, 810 hosts working on the Predictor@Home project in 107
minutes. SimGrid simulates the same con�guration in less than 4 minutes (for
10 runs the 95% con�dence interval is [208.13, 223.71] in seconds). Estrada et al.
simulated 8 days of computation with 5,093 clients working on the CHARMM
project in 44 minutes. SimGrid simulates the same con�guration in less than
90 seconds (for 10 runs the 95% con�dence interval is [80.38, 80.87] in seconds).

While SimBA opts for many simpli�cations in its design and SimGrid for
more sophisticated but costly options (e.g., use of host availability traces or
simulation of processes that execute arbitrary code), SimGrid is still much
faster.

5.3 P2P computing

Here we evaluate the impact of our proposal by comparing implementations of
Chord simulations with various tools from the literature [20, 1] to an implemen-
tation on top of SimGrid. Chord was chosen because it is representative of a
large body of algorithms from the P2P community and already implemented in
most P2P simulators.

Figure 3 reports the simulation timing of the Chord scenario as a function
of the node amount. It compares the results of OverSim when using its internal
simple and scalable network underlay, OverSim using a detailed packet-level
network model based on OMNet++ [19], and PeerSim to SimGrid using �ow-
based [10] or simplistic delay-based network models.

The largest scenario that we managed to run in less than 12 hours using
OMNeT++ was 10, 000 nodes, in 1h40. With PeerSim, we managed to run
100, 000 nodes in 4h36 (but with a much lighter workload). With the simple
underlay of OverSim, we managed to run 300, 000 nodes in 10h. With the
precise �ow-based model of SimGrid, we ran 2, 000, 000 nodes in 6h43 while the
simpler solely delay-based model of SimGrid ran the same experiment in 5h30.
Simulating 300, 000 nodes with the �ow-based model lasts only 32 minutes. The
memory usage for simulating 2 million nodes in SimGrid was about 36 GB, that
represents 18 kB per node, including 16 kB for the user code stack.

These results show that SimGrid is orders of magnitude more scalable than
state-of-the-art P2P simulators. It is 15 times faster than the fastest ones, and
simulates scenarios that are ten times larger. This trend remains when using
the precise �ow-based model, while simulation accuracy is improved.
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Figure 3: Running times of the Chord simulation with constant and precise
network models on SimGrid, compared to Oversim with a simple underlay,
OMNeT++ and PeerSim.

5.4 High Performance Computing

In this section, we compare our proposal to the results published in [8]. Log-
GOPSim is a recent simulator speci�cally tailored for the study of MPI pro-
grams on large-scale HPC systems. It builds on the LogGPS model [9], which
is a delay-based model accounting for middleware overhead and hardware gaps
that prevent a perfect sustained usage of network cards. As explained in [8], the
LogGPS model �ignores congestion in the network and assumes full e�ective bi-
section bandwidth�, which is a valid hypothesis for several high-end computing
platforms but not for cheaper Ethernet clusters or even torus-based networks
as used in BlueGene or Cray machines. The model used in SimGrid is an ex-
tension of the one proposed in [11] and accounts for such phenomenon as well
as for network contention occurring in the core of the network. The importance
of accounting for such phenomenon was demonstrated in [11] for MPI collective
operations involving large amounts of data.

LogGOPSim represents MPI executions as GOAL traces, i.e., DAGs of
computations and communications. SimGrid supports the evaluation DAG
scheduling algorithms through the SIMDAG API since 2001. Although Log-

GOPSim is a free software, a direct and fair comparison was impossible as the
GOAL traces used in [8] have been lost by the authors. Instead, we repro-
duce the experiment in Section 4.1.2 of [8]. The authors execute a binomial
broadcast when varying the number of processes. The evaluation of LogGOP-
Sim was done on a 1.15 GHz Opteron workstation with 13 GB of memory. To
perform a comparison as fair as possible we scaled down frequency of our pro-
cessor down to 1GHz. Figure 4 shows the results. While using signi�cantly
more elaborate platform and communication models, and thus producing more
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Figure 4: Performance comparison of LogGOPSim and SimGrid when simu-
lating a binomial broadcast.

meaningful results, SimGrid is only roughly 75% slower than LogGOPSim.
This demonstrates that scalability does not necessarily comes at the price of
realism. Our memory usage for 223 processors is 15GB, which is slightly larger
than what was achieved in [8] in the same context.

5.5 Grid computing

In this section we compare to GridSim [22] (version 5.2 released on Nov. 25,
2010), a widely used tool in the research community. The scenario we propose
is a simple master worker setting where the master distributes N �xed size jobs
to P workers in a round-robin way. In GridSim, we did not de�ne any network
topology, hence only the output and input baud rate are used to determine
transfer speed. For SimGrid, we use a model of the Grid 5000 platform, mod-
eling each cabinet of the clusters as well as the core of the wide Area network
interconnecting the di�erent sites. The experiments were conducted using an
Intel Xeon Quadcore 2.40GHz with 8GiB of ram.

The number of tasks ntask to distribute was uniformly sampled in the [1; 500, 000]
interval and the number of workersW was uniformly sampled in the [100; 2, 000].
We tried larger range at �rst but we faced the same scalability issue as already
mentioned in [17]: GridSim cannot run for more than 10,000 hosts because
of java thread management issues. We performed 139 such experiments for
GridSim (1000 for SimGrid as it was much faster) and measured wallclock T
(in seconds) and memory consumption M (in kB). These experiments enable
to prove that TGridSim is quadratic in ntask and linear in W . As expected,
the size (input, output and amount of computation) of the tasks to distribute
have no in�uence, hence the following model (the R2 of the linear regression is
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16 Bobelin & Legrand & Marquez & Navarro & Quinson & Suter & Thiéry

respectively of 0.9871):

TGridSim ≈ 5.599 10−2W + 1.405 10−8n2
task

Surprisingly, the memory, is not a simple polynom W and ntask. It seems to be
piecewise linear in both W and ntask (with a very steep slope at �rst and then
a less steep one). Furthermore there are a few outstanding points exhibiting
partilarly low or high memory usage. All this can be probably explained by
the garbage collection of java. Hence, we only report the behaviour for the
situation where the number of task is larger than 200,000 and the slope is not
steep, taking care of removing a few outliers (R2=0.9972):

MGridSim ≈ 2.457 106 + 226.6W + 3.11ntask

Conducting the same analysis for SimGrid shows that it is much more stable
and requires a much smaller time and memory footprint (R2 equal to 0.9984
and 1 respectively):

TSimGrid ≈ 1.021 10−4W + 2.588 10−5ntask

MSimGrid ≈ 5188 + 79.9W

This means that 5.2Mb are required to represent the Grid 5000 platform and
the internals of SimGrid. We did not optimize the stack size of process (unlike
when simulating P2P scenarios), which is why we have a payload of 80K per
worker. Last, since tasks are allocated and deallocated on the �y, there is no
visible dependency in ntask.

The previous models clearly indicate that SimGrid (with a �ow-based net-
work model and a very detailed network topology) is several orders of magnitude
faster and smaller in memory than GridSim (with a delay-based model and no
network topology). As an illustration of memory scalability, the previous re-
gressions indicate that GridSim requires more than an hour and 4.4 GB for
N = 500, 000 and P = 2, 000 while SimGrid requires less than 14 seconds and
165MB.

6 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we reviewed existing approaches to represent large scale dis-
tributed computing systems in a simulation context. We characterized the un-
derlying problem of the network representation and proposed an original and
e�cient multi-purpose representation. Our experiments showed that our ap-
proach is far more scalable than what is done by state-of-the-art simulators
from any of the targeted research communities. We integrated this network
representation into the SimGrid tool. The chosen hierarchical and adaptive
description based on the concept of autonomous systems also allows us to com-
bine di�erent kinds of platforms, e.g., a computing grid and a P2P system, to
broaden the range of simulation possibilities.

We also demonstrated that the widespread beliefs that scalable simulations
necessarily imply to simplify the network models and avoid the use of threads are
erroneous. Our implementation within SimGrid does not trade accuracy and
meaning for scalability and also allows its user to simulate complex applications.
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As future work we aim at considering the speci�cs of emerging computing
systems such as clouds. We also plan to further reduce platform description size
(and hence parsing time) and memory footprint by exploiting stochastic regular-
ity when available and by improving the programmable description approach.
One particularly promising approach would be to inject randomness directly
into the platform description, to model host availability or peer characteristics
for instance.
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